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ARCHIV FOR LATEINISCHE LEXIKOGRAPHIEUND GRAMMATIK. Vierter Jahrgang.
Heft I.
der littera canina.
Die dissimilation
Eduard W6lfflin.
The
Pp. I-I3.
aversion felt in Latin to a succession of r's in close proximity is well known.
An attempt is made in this article to trace out more fully the consequences
of this aversion, which showed itself more plainly in the vulgar than in the
I. Genitives in -rarum, -rorum. Examples of barbar-z~mfor
literary idiom.
barbarorum are given from Nepos, Phaedrus, and Tacitus.
Cicero and Livy
seem, however, to have tolerated the longer form with its three r's. The shorter
forms, triarizum, adversariuzm, virdmt (so regularly duuzmvirunm, triunzvirzm),
fabrzim, inferzim, procz4m,patriciznz (cf. Festus, p. 249M.), illustrate the tendency
in question.
Cicero, in the orations down to his praetorship, uses liberVim,
but afterward only libeiorarum,following, probably, the strict rule of the schools
rather than popular usage.
Plerorumque is avoided by good classical writers,
plurinmorum and other expressions being used instead; but Vitruvius uses plerarzwnque. Martial uses sacrum twice.
2. Comparatives in -rior. Not much attention has been paid to the comparison of adjectives ending in aruzs, erus, irus, orus, urn.s. Perhaps a form
like purior gave less offence, as the r's were separated by two vowels, and one
closed while the other began a syllable. The comparative povprior was avoided.
Seneca used rariores and Ovid barbtriora.
Gnarior occurs first in Augustine,
ferocioris commonly used for feriol; serior is found in Martial; verior is common,
but the periphrasis with mafgis not less so. Plautus for miriorta uses, Amph.
I107, maagis mira; decenlior forms a convenient
comparative for decorus, as
sanctior of sacer; and Quintilian has, Io, I, 94, tersior ac pjurus magis, which is
In avarior the succession of r's was tolerated both by
certainly significant.
Plautus and Cicero, so that no fixed rule can be established.
Pluriores, preserved in French plisieurs, is a product of late Latinity.
The syncopated forms ferre and ferrem
are thus most
3. Conjugation.
naturally accounted for. In gero the r stands for s, and hence the different treatIn some forms there was no escape from the repeated r. Cicero even
ment.
uses quod vererere. Perhaps the old infinitives amlarier, moverier, etc., yielded
sooner by reason of this tendency, which may also explain the avoidance
of the gen. pl. of future participles, although Ovid has venturorzum. A reduplicated form like rerupi is inconceivabl-e.
are borrowed
4. Word-formation, derivatives.
Tartarus, purpura, and barban3rus
words, unaffected by the tendency, but ba/bus seems to be the Lat. form of barSo balatro is, perhaps, rather to be connected
barus, as g'urgulio of yapyape6v.
with barathrum than with balatus. Susurrus is perhaps for sursurus, as the
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proper name Cicirrus for Circirus. We have Martmar, but Mamertini, Ilramurius. The Sabine river Farfarus appears in Roman form as Fabaris, and
Pompeius notes as a barbarism mamor for marmor. Whether cancer is but a
varied form of carcer is extremely doubtful, as also the derivation of Pe;7enna
from Perperna.
The interchange of I and r is seen in fraglare, lerigio (for
for
clustrum,
religio), leriquiae, colurnus, coruclzs,
ullageris, g-olia (Neapolitan
gloria), and telebra for terebra. So JZagrare was doubtless used =fragqrare, and
the confusion thus arising may explain why fiagro occurs but once in the Vulgate against fifty cases of ardere. Much MS evidence forfragl/are is adduced
from Fronto, Florus, Apuleius, and Cyprian. Febris seems to be connected with
The well known rule of the
ferveo and to have lost an r in the first syllable.
terminations aris, alis is illustrated in intralia, entrails.
Cereralia drops an
r and becomes cerealia. Similar is the relation between crum and clum. Certain forms of cirebrescodrop one r, so percrebui.
Illustrated by the following forms: lmnpraesentiarum for
5. Composition.
inpraesentia rerum ; horrifer for horrorifer; peiero, which Wl5fflin strongly asserts
cannot be for peior-are ; pereTrinus, vulgarly pronounced pelegrinus; praestigiae;
In the Romance
praegredi used for praetergredi; propius, vulgar for proprius.
languages the tendency was still operative; cf. It. alberoa= arbero; anlbergo
heriberra ; conquidere -Fr. conquerir; Liperata = Riparata ; prete - Fr. plrtre.
So Old French aubre, maubre, penre --prelnre, serouge alongside of serrm-e -=
the Fr. soeur comes, not from
sororius, etc. Hence, perhaps exceptionally,
sordrern, which would give serezt-, but from nom. sdror. Doubtless in vulgar and
late Latin texts many more such forms are hidden in MS, and the importance
of observing these is clearly pointed out by Wolfflin.
Die Natur im Sprichwort.
A. Otto.
As in the previous numPp. I4-4r.
bers the proverbs connected with the names of animals, the names of deities,
geographical names, etc., have been treated, so here the proverbial sayings
which bear upon the phenomena of nature are classified under different heads
and with surprising fullness. No fair idea of the article could be given without
The main divisions are as follows: I. Land
quoting many of the proverbs.
and sea; 2. heaven and earth; 3. day and night, the stars; 4. the sun; 5. mist;
6. the air and wind, and waves; 7. storm and shower; 8. ice and snow; 9.
water in various forms; Io. the sands of shore and desert; ii. mire, as Plautus,
Aul. 230, iaceam asinus in luto; I2. stones and metals, as iron, steel, lead, gold;
I6. the straight and crooked;
I3. pits and chasms; I4. fire; I5. coals and ashes;
I7. smaller divisions of time.
P. 43. A short note on mediantus, by Conrad Hofmann.
0Medianus (Ital.
mezzano, Fr. ntoyen) is found also in Germanic meiden = horse, usually erroneGo6pov,which, however, corresponds
ously connected with Gothic maithzms
to Lat. mu/tlnuzmor mutuus, coming from moetus = -uoTro
XaptS (Sophron in
Hesychius), as already noticed by Varro, L. L. 5, 179.
Konrad Rosberg, Zu Dracontius.
I. As Corippus was shown in
Pp. 44-5I.
the 3d Vol. of Archiv, pp. I50 and 284, to use transitive verbs reflexively, so the
same is proved for Dracontius, who lived fifty years before Corippus and was
imitated by him. He uses some of the same verbs in this way, as minuere--
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minui, meerere= mergi, iungere and frangere. Other verbs thus used are temperare,serenare,crispare,solidare. Especially frequent is this use in the present
active participle, doubtless because of the absence of a present passive participle. So even Cicero has anzo vertente, and Vergil and others valventibus
annis. Six cases of rurmperethus used are given.
II. That the auxiliary esse in the Romance language is represented by
forms derived from stare is a well recognized fact, e. g. Ital. stato, Prov. estat,
Fr. ete, etait = stabat. Corippus, however, uses extare in the sense of esse, and
may not this be the basis of the Romance forms? Extare would become estare
and Ital. stato would correspond to extatus, as well as stendereto extendere(Fr.
et'endre),stenuare to extenuare, etc. The question must be left to Romance
specialists. Dracontius also uses constare= esse.
III. Expectareoccurs several times in Dracontius in the sense of spectare,as
9, 2r, desuper orber expectant stellasque vagas. In two places Baehrens has
wrongly substituted aspectare. The confusion of compound and simple was
doubtless the result of the pronunciation espectare,ispectarewith prosthesis.
IV. A peculiar phenomenon of late Latin, seen also in Sedulius and Corippus,
is the use of the present in the sense of the perfect participle, as nascens for
natus, moriens for mortuus. So Dracontius has, 8, 537, non iam morientemarito,
and Orest. 702, TroiapereunteTr= ia deleta. Similarly Orestes 352, ffugientis
Orestis= Gk. eKTreTrrTcodroC.
Morientis is also thus used Orestes 764. Metrical
necessity may have had some influence here, as neither mortui nor mrortzofits
into hexameter.
P. 5r. Note on temere,by Wolfflin. The proper scanning is temere, not
temere. The Hexameter poets use the word before a vowel, presumably only
for the sake of getting by elision a long vowel. IHence temere must be the
neuter of an adj. form teneris, analogous to facile.
Pp. 52-67. Usque mit accus. Ed. Wolfflin. Less is known about usque
than about most of the prepositions, and no attempt seems to have been made
to ascertain the extent to which it governs the accusative without an intervening
ad or in. This gap in our knowledge the present article seeks to fill. I. No
case occurs in Plautus. In Terence, Ad. 655, Miletum usque obsecro?the acc.
is the limit of motion and does not depend on usque. Similarly Cicero says,
Cluent. I92, usque a mari supero Romam proficisci.
Originally usque does not

especially refer to the point reached, but to the constant motion continued
from one place to another. In Cicero the use is confined to names of towns.
There are four examples in the letters to two in the speeches. In pro
Deiot. 19, however, we have usque ad Vumantiam nmisit. Sanctioned by Cicero,
the construction nevertheless did not immediately become common. Leaving
Pliny the elder out of account, comparatively few examples can be cited from
writers of the first century. Pliny and the geographical writers offer more
instances, not confining it to verbs of motion. Tacitus first admits the
construction in the Annals, 2, 30, Brundisium usque; 3, 5, Ticinum usque.
Two examples are given from Pliny the younger, four from Suetonius, one from
Fronto, one from Scaevola in Dig. 45, I; 122,
Hist. Aug. In all these usque is postpositive.

; and eight from the Scriptores

2. From names of cities the usage extended to other designations of place.
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So in the poets Lucan, Valerius Flaccus, and Juvenal.
Of this use Pliny has
at least io examples, but Tacitus and Suetonius none, while Velleius goes so far
as to say extendere usquze Alpes. Florus, 2, 2, I, according to Cod. Nazarianls,
has fretum usque. lustinus uses usque with terminos, Aegyptum, Euphratem
flumen, and mare Caspium. Even the Scriptores Hist. Aug. confine the usage
to names of towns, and later Pagan writers are largely bound by the classical
usage. Ammianus has but one example, and that correct, 21, i6, 20, Constantinopolim usque. Solinus, under the influence of Pliny, uses it with flumen, mare
Caspiuum, Indos, Cretam, and littora. The Christian writers do not observe the
classical fetters.
Tertullian's use is very free. The Itala probably translated
&ECand plXpL with simple usque, and this occasionally has been left in the
Vulgata, although before names other than those of towns it regularly has
usque ad. Augustinus also in this respect is classical.
With names of
The poets occasionally use usque before names of peoples.
countries it is thus used by the following authors: Martianus Capella, Cassianus,
So also in
Arnobius
iunior, and Desiderius.
Cassiodorius,
Marcellinus,
Liber
Itiner.
Generationis,
as
Aethicus,
works,
Alex.,
geographical-historical
and Greg. Tur. Names of mountains are but rarely thus found, so in Orosius,
Marcellinus, and Aethicus.
With names of rivers it is frequent, beginning with Pliny and Justinus, as
With oceanus, mare, fretumn, lacus it
seen above, and prevailingly postpositive.
is for the most part confined to the geographers.
Quite a number of miscellaneous examples are then given, with civitatem, moenia, terminum aras, stelas,
campum, litus, etc., all from late writers.
Even the abl. occurs with usque in answer to the question whither, just as
the Greek ue'Xptwith gen. corresponded more closely to the Lat. abl. A confusion with tenus, as in mento usque, also promoted this. Among the later
grammarians Charisius gives as a model usque Romam. Others, as Donatus,
Diomedes; Probus, recognize u. Galliam, u. Oceanum, and u. arcum. No one,
however, recognizes the abl. or loc. with usque, and some entirely refuse to
recognize it as a preposition.
It
3. The use of usque with words like pedes, radices is next considered.
must be admitted in Cato, r. rust. 49, 2; Curtius, 8, 9, 2t; Livy, 44, 5, 6, usque
alterius initium pontis, although here the editors insert ad. Celsus repeatedly
uses usque with such accusatives;
Quintilian once, II, 3, 131, and Statius
Numerous examples are given from late Latin.
twice.
Ulpian indulges in a
new license in Dig. 37, 5, 5, T, semissem u. legata praestare. Gaius and the other
jurists only recognize usque with names of towns.
4. The temporal use is last considered, perhaps first appearing in the epistolary style of Cicero, as ad Att. 3, o0, I, usque a. d. Kal. Itn. Here, of course,
ad could easily have fallen out and the editors have supplied it. There is one
Suetonius even uses vesperam u. Palladius, r. rust. 13, I,
example in Livy.
has usque VII Idus Decembris. Two examples are also given from inscriptions.
In medical language the temporal use must have been common, as seen in
It is strange that Pliny the elder furnishes no example, although he
Celsus.
is so fond of the local use.
In the second half of the second century and in the third the language of
conversation penetrated largely into literature.
Interesting examples of tem-
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poral usque with the ace. are given from Apuleius, Censorinus, the Itala, and
Iustinus, who here again is at variance with the classic prose of Trogus.
Going down a little later, it appears that most medical writers returned to the
classical rule. A common phrase with physicians must have been usque (ad)
periculum. Hence, figuratively, Ammian. I7, 4, 15, erectis u. pericuzlumallis
trabilbus,where the editors change to adperpeindicul[um.
In the historians the temporal use is much more seldom than the local. In
Gregory of Tours there are many examples, and even with the abl., as U. il/a
die. In the later juristic sources there are frequent examples. The better
patristic writers furnish none, the later here and there one. Finally, a few
examples are given from late poetry.
P. 67. Vice versa (Wolfflin). In Rhein. Mus. 37, I19 f., the regular order
for Latin is shown to be versa vice. The modern order occurs in the Romance
de Constant. et Hel. 44, which only goes to prove its late composition. Perhaps the earliest example of versa vice is Sen. Herc. OGet.470. Ten other
examples are given. Versa vice is even retained in the Berne Scholia to Verg.
Eclog. 6, 39. Parallel expressions like mutua vice, mu/ata vice, verso ordine
confirm this order.
Pp. 68-87. A. Funck. Die verba auf iliare. As a rule in language the
tendency to, use diminutives finds less frequent expression in verbs than in
other parts of speech. When a verb is derived from a diminutive noun-form
it is, of course, difficult to decide whether the diininute force affects the verb.
In this article all the verbs in -il/o, whether they can be traced to a noun-stem
actually existing or not, are treated under the following divisions: A. Verbs from
noun-stems in -illa, as I. scintilla.
2. stillo and its compounds destil/o, instiloa,
suzbinstilla,Apicius, 3, 95, of the slow trickling of oil, perstillo, restiilo, and subterstilla, not given in Lexica, Vegetius, III 7, the opposite of superst/ila. 3.
ancillor, where the diminute idea is little prominent. Exancillata, Tertull.
Apol. I7, p. 183, may be from an active exancillo. 4. cavilalor,although the
obscure derivation leaves us here in doubt as to whether with cavilla any
diminutive notion was connected; the rare verb incavil/ar. 5. furcillo and
adfurcilla.

B. Verbs from noun-stems

in -i/a.

T.

asci/la, whose derivation is still

doubtful. 2. murmurila. 3. Verbs expressing the voices of birds, as gri/lo,
gracillo, cacillo, etc. 4. catilo/a, explained by Papias - deglutire vel sonare ut
ca/ulus, found in Plaut. Casin. III 2, 22, according to Goetz, operam uxoris
polliceoarforas quasi catillatum "zum tellerlecken." 5. bacilla for vacillo(?). 6.
si'gillo, dissigillo. Finally some adjective forms are enumerated, like capillatus,
circillatus, phadilla/us,

and nouns like pocillator, pugi/lator, from some of which

verb-forms may be inferred; and denominatives in -elloa,like cribelloa,receive
the merest mention. A few verbs go back to adjectives in -illo with apparently
no diminutive origin, as irebecilloar,
/tranquillo. Reference is also made to sing,ilZatim,singillatus, satulao,and obsatulla. Many of the words given above receive
new light, but the lexical treatment is by no means exhaustive.
Pp. 88-97. P. Hirt. Penes. A historical treatment, not concluded, with
very numerous citations, of the use of this preposition, from the earliest times,
which the editor follows with interesting "Erliuterungen," pp. 98-1oo00. He
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regards penzesas the relic of an old loc. penesi,penese (cf. ruri, rure), from penus,
the vowel having been lost as in instar.
P. Ioo. Dirigere epistolam. Wolfflin. This expression was common in the
fourth century, and is used by Hieronymus. Perhaps the earliest example
belongs to the end of the second century. Fragm. Muratorianum 40, epistzlae
Pauli directevolentibusintellegere. Servius' ascription of the phrase (Comm. on
Aen. VIII 168) to Cicero's son cannot be trusted, and the first letter of Seneca
to the Apostle Paul, in which it occurs, is of course not by Seneca.
Lexical article, taking up the words abdico,abdomeni,
abecedaria,
Pp. Ior-io8.
abedo,abemo,abequito,aberratio,aberro,abgrego,and abhibeo.-E. W.
Pp. 109-II5. Abhinc in its temporal and local use. Lexical article, followed
by Erliuterungen, by Heinr. Ploen.
Pp. 1I6-136. G. Grober. Vulgarlatein. Substrate romanischer W6rter.
Continued from Minaciae, min'sterium for ministerium, as far as niVtire, not
niutrire.
Miscellen, with the following headings: Randglossen zu
Pp. I37-r47.
Archiv III 355 ff., M. Hertz.-Zu Cato's Fragmenten. I. Die form ques. 2.
Moscillus or muscillus. Zu Plin. Epist. I 5, 14. AMeloXNilus. 0. Keller.Accipiter - Jagdfalke, W. Brandes.-Adduclorium (= Vorhang), P. Julian
lateinische Inschrift (found
Hauer.-Coluber, Hispali, Louis Havet.-Aelteste
upon a gold fibu/a in a grave near Praeneste, MANIOS: MED: FHE:
FHAKED: NUMASIOI -- Manius me fecit Numerio). Zur Entwickelung
des Hendiadyoin. Ex toto,in toaum,Eduard Wolfflin.
Pp. 148-168.

Brief reviews of the literature of 1886-1887.
M. WARREN.

GERMANIA.
Vierteljahrsschrift fir deutsche Alterthumskunde. Herausgegeben
von Karl Bartsch. Wien, 1886-87.
Heft 2.
A paper by O. Brenner, " Italienisch-deutsche vocabulare des XV und XVI
Jahrhunderts," has for its special object to call the attention of lexicographers
to Adam v. Rotweil's important glossary, " Solenissimo vocabulista," first printed
in Venice, I477. Brenner, while engaged upon an older Venet.-Bavarian
glossary of 1424, was led to a study of Rotweil's

much neglected

work by a

treatise of Mussafia (Beitrage z. Kunde d. norditalischen Mundarten im XV
Jahrhundert. Denkschriften d. Wiener Akademie, Vol. XXII, I873). Since
then he has succeeded in finding a good deal of interesting matter bearing on
the subject, and now gives a number of prints of the book and their dates not
mentioned

by Mussafia.

H. Lorenz, in an article, " Das zeugniss fur die deutsche heldensage in d.
Annalen v. Quedlinburg," dissents from the views of L. Hoffmann (Progr. d.
hoheren

Biirgerschule,

Rathenow,

I872) and W. Wattenbach

(Deutschlands

Geschichtsquellen im Mittelalter, Vol. I, p. 278), who pronounced the accounts
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touching upon the Thuringian volkssage and the Germ. heldensage in the
annals of the eleventh century interpolated. Hoffmann lays particular stress
upon the fact that the historical works of the twelfth century which made use
of the annals do not quote from the elaborate notices of those sagas found in
parts of the work otherwise strikingly meagre. In proof he cites Ekkehard's (?)
Chronicle of Wiirzburg, the Annalista Saxo, and the Annales Magdeburgenses.
In works of this character-a mosaic of abstracts from most varied sourcesLorenz thinks an omission, like the one in question, very possible; besides, the
Ann. Saxo places the beginning of his history not before the year 714; he had,
therefore, but little occasion to speak of the subjugation of the Thuringians,
which falls in the reign of Justinian. The Annales Magdeburgenses serve as
little to support Hoffmann's views. In the text of this work the very slleets
that treat of the time of Justinian are wanting. Hoffmann erroneously names
Ekkehard von Aura as the author of the Wiirzburg Chronicle. Later research
has shown that it originated in the commencement of the twelfth century,
independent of Ekkehard, and before his Weltchronik, but used by him in
compiling his own work. The few allusions to the German heldensage in the
Wurzburg Chronicle were no doubt taken from the Quedlinburg Annals,
and not vice versa, as Hoffmann thinks. That these allusions should have been
so sparing is explained by the circumstance that the chronicler did not wish to
write a lengthy Weltchronik like Ekkehard. The Quedlinburg Annals of the
beginning of the eleventh century and the succeeding first part of the bulk of
the work have the same author, who is another witness to the fact that probably
as early as the end of the tenth century the heroic legends of Germany, then
familiar to many, were written down, and not, as Hoffmann holds, at a later
time when people had begun to forget them.
P. Zimmermann, " Die geschichtlichen bestandtheile im Reinfrid," furnishes
some more proofs of the indebtedness of this poem to the facts and sagas
grouped round Henry the Lion. It would appear that up to comparatively
recent times their connection was not noticed. W. Wackernagel first called
attention to it, and with Karl Goedeke's exhaustive analysis (Archiv d. hist.
Vereins f. Niedersachsen), and the complete edition of the poem by Bartsch,
who in the introduction to his " Herzog Ernst " had already treated the entire
cycle of legends that referred to Henry the Lion, the study of the Reinfrit
entered upon a new phase.
F. Jostes continues his " Beitrage zur kenntniss d. niederdeutschen mystik,"
and prints the last chapters of a paper MS originally found in an Augustine
convent at Geldern. Judging from the context, it may be termed a compendium
of mysticism.
A paper of Felix Liebrecht, " Sur une ancienne famille d'Anus," was wisely
left to the decent obscurity of a learned journal, and we cannot undertake to
summarize in English what Liebrecht has to say about the antiquity of the
family and its position in the mythology of Greece. Even in Liebrecht's
discussions on the curious customs of proktoscopy, " stellt oft ein (fremd) wort
zur rechten zeit sich ein."
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G. Zi:lch announces the discovery of some fragments from the fourteenth
century of Wolfram's Willehalm in the library of Baron Simmern, and E.
Lohmeyer and K. Bartsch publish abstracts from the catalogues of the Count
Starhemberg Library at Efferding and the Royal Public Library at Dresden
(Leipzig,

1882-83).

The Miscellany contains the report of the October meeting (I885) of German
philologists (Sec. Germ.-Romance) in Giessen, and minor communications
" Zu Tatian," " Schwankgeschichte," " Ein altgermanischer hundename," from
Bartsch and Hugo Brunner.
Heft 3.
This number opens with a continuation of R. Brandstetter's paper on the
"Luzerner Buhnenrodel" (sixteenth century). After speaking in a former
number of the Germania of the dress and equipment of the actors, he now
furnishes us with a precise description (accompanied by diagrams) of the
arrangement of the stage, auditorium and scenery.
" Zur kritik des Wessobrunner gebetes," by E. v. d. Hellen, contains another
protest against Miillenhoff's textual criticism of that monument. M., it will be
remembered, endeavored to make the beginning of the poem conform to the
metre of the Lio&ahattr strophe. This necessitated some changes in the
original wording and the striking out of the line " noh paum noh pereg ni
uuas," considered by him an absurd interpolation of the first compiler (cf. K.
Millenhoff, de carmine Wessofontano, Berlin, T86I). From the absence of
reference to Bible or learned theologian, (compare Muspilli 37, 48), but simply to
verbal tradition (mit firahim), from the change of metre (Lioaahattr of the first
strophe (M.'s own) to the long narrative verse of the second), from the want of
traces of Low German in the second strophe, etc., Miillenhoff, moreover,
argued two distinct parts of the metrical portions of the MS: a heathen Saxon
(beginning to s?o) and a Christian High German (do dar to heilac). We cannot
follow E. v. d. Hellen through his various arguments against these theories,
but may briefly give his conclusions, viz., that the first compiler did well not to
leave out the words " noh paum noh pereg ni uuas," for by taking ero (second
line) as an adverbial genitive form of er= einst (cf. Dietrich, gen. sing. in o,
Hist. Decl. p. 26, and eiris, Merseburg. Zaubersp. I), instead of translating it
by erde, those words will cease to be a foolish interpolation of the compiler,
but become a poetical metaphor of the author: Das einst nicht war weder der
himmel oben noch (baum noch berg) =erde; that the reference to verbal
tradition only, does not necessarily stamp the first strophe as of heathen
origin, for the Saxon received Christianity verbally through Winifred and the
Franks; and that the absence of Low German in the final strophe may be
accounted for by its particular context, which consists of formulas and expressions that, as the result of a Christian training common to both Saxon and
High German, may have been readily and involuntarily turned by the High
German compiler into his mother tongue. The prose prayer at the end of the
monument was added subsequently (in Upper Germany) to the metrical part,
the latter a Christian poem of Saxon origin in alliterative long narrative verse,
complete as to sense, which makes the fragmentary character claimed for it
doubtful. The original MS (Munich) offers but little to emend.
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K. v. Bahder reports particulars respecting several fragments of the fourteenth
century, "Aus dem jtingeren Titurel" and "Einem Nld. Margarethenleben,"
discovered in the Copenhagen University Library, and A. Jeitteles and G.
Ehrismann publish a ' Lobgesang auf Maria," of the fifteenth century, from
an Insbruck MS, and a " Spruch auf den Schwabischen st5dtekrieg," of the
year I449, from the Klein-Heubach Renner MS.
G. Ehrismann, "Zum Stricker " (Kleinere Gedichte, XI 207), suggests Henry
Dandolo, the famous Doge of Venice, as the blind Duke Henry mentioned by
Stricker, instead of L. Jensen's Heinricus caecus comes Namurcensis and
Lachmann's Austrian A?edlinger(cf. Iwein, Anmerkung 5522), of both of whom
there is no record that they ever were in Venice. The title dqoeis often rendered by herzogin M. H. G. works. In addition Ehrismann gives the result
of his examination of the Augsburg version of Hugo v. Trimberg's " Renner"
and its relation to the other MSS of the poem.
Walter Miller gives an account (appending the closing verses) of the most
"
complete MS of the Vaterbuch," the Strassburg version, and H. Herzoa
sends two minor contributions, " Zum Clies und Engelhart," and "Her Goeli."
The first contribution mentions some traits in Konrad v. Wiirzburg's Engelhart borrowed from the Cliges of Christien de Troyes; the last brings proofs
that Diethelm v. Baden, surnamed Goeli, and the minstrel of that name were
identical.
F. Holthausen, "Beitrage zur vergleichenden marchen und sagenkunde,"
furnishes some variants of the merchen "Das aufgehaltene schiff" and " Der
grenzlauf," gathered by him from Latin, Norwegian, and Low German sources.
which lovers of folklore will gladly welcome. F. Reitzenstein sends "Althochdeutsche glossen aus Rom" (Palat. lat. 288, Vaticana), and L. Niessen a catalogue of the library of the convent of St. Barbara in Delft (tenth century).
S. Singer publishes an acrostic from the Willehalm d. Ulrichs v. d. Turlin
in the Heidelberg IMS 395, and 0. Bockel and Anton Nagele contribute
"Segen aus dem Odenwalde " (a number of charms against sickness, etc.), and
the " Hannsen-Weintrinken," a curious custom in Upper Carinthia, which
Nagele thinks may possibly be connected with the Johannis-Minne (cf. Simrock, Handb. d. deut. Myth. p. jii).
The chapter on literature offers a great deal of folklore and fairy tale in the
reviews by F. Liebrecht of three works chiefly on those subjects. The books
discussed are: TO AHMOTIKONA2MA IIEPI TOT NEKPOT AAEAb0T Trn
N. T. nOAITOT, AOHNAI2, 1885; Legends and superstitions of the sea and
of sailors in all lands and at all times, by Fletcher S. Basset, Lieut. U. S. Navy,
Chicago and New York, Belford, Clarke & Co., 1885; and Spielmannsbuch,
novellen in versen aus d. I2 und 13 jahrhundert, iibertragen v. W. Hertz,
Stuttgart, 1886.
The Miscellany contains an "Abriss d. danischen sprachgeschichte," published by permission of the author, Prof. L. Wimmer in Copenhagen, by Ferdinand Holthausen, and a series of letters, "Aus dem brieflichen nachlasse
Karl August Hahns."
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Heft 4.
Dr. O. Behagel sends an article, " Zum Heliand und zur Heliand-Grammatik,"
which again attests the activity and thoroughness that generally characterize
his researches. In this paper he deals with the " Capiteleintheilung im
Cottonianus," " der innern geschichte des Monacensis," "der dentalen spirans,"
and "der t-flexion." We will briefly state his conclusions regarding two
points. In the first paragraph the question is simply this: Are the divisions
in the Cottonianus text the work of the author or of the copyist ? The answer
is, very likely the author's, for the divisions are nearly all entirely suitable and
well considered, and where this is not the case, the mistake is so glaring that
neither the author nor a copyist could ever have committed it, which shows
sufficiently that at these places "ein fehler in der tiberlieferung vorliegen
muss." The Monacensis exhibits for the particle je the three forms eo, io, gio.
That one and the same writer should have varied in this manner is improbable.
Everything points to the fact that several scribes were engaged upon the M.
text (cf., however, Sievers, Heliand, Halle, 1878).
G. Ehrismann, " Rennerbruchstiicke," reports upon some verses in the Royal
Library at Dresden, described as originals (Freidank, etc.), but proven to be
but extracts from Hugo v. Trimberg's Renner; and L. Laistner sends a paper,
"Ur und wisent," which proposes to etymologists a large number of derivations from the roots ur and vis. (cf. Cook, American Journal of Phil. Vol. I,
p. 6I.)
A minor contribution from S. Singer, " Zum Willehalm," dissents from
Bartsch, who takes the verses Heinrichs d. Clusenaere (Bartsch, M. D. Gedichte
LV, LIII) 7, 524:
des solde noch ein meisterlin
unmezlich lop lazen sin, . . .
to be an attack upon Frauenlob. They evidently allude to Ulrich v. d. Tiirlin.
" Ein geschlecht v. d. Vogelweide in B6hmen," by Dr. Wolkan, in Prague,
quotes the following entry of the year I398 from the city roll of Dux, mentioned by F. H. Reide (Beitrag zur geschichte von Dux, I886), who seems to
have also found in the same document a certain Pezold Vogelveid as sheriff in
1390: " Vor uns ist kommen zu gehegterbank Walter v. d. Vogelweide und hot
vergabt und verzicht sein haus bei Wazlaw Wainer Franz Passer und seinen
erben erblich zu haben." Reide's book affirms that the name kogelweider
ceased to exist in Dux 300 years ago. Bartsch, in a note, adds: " Dadurch
erhalt die nachricht eines meistergesanges, wonach Walter ein landherr in
Bohmen gewesen, eine gewisse urkundliche beglaubigung."
An article, by K. Christ, " Die sogenannte Otterbusse," is an answer to a
theory of Rassmann that connects the killing of an otter with the fate of the
Volsungs (cf. Wodan und die Nibelunge, American J. of Phil. Vol. III 252).
The story of the dragon-slaying is not the peculiar invention of one people.
nor is it specially connected with one land. We may find traces of it whereever there are swamps and caves, the abode of poisonous monsters which
popular heroes sought to exterminate. The constant reappearance of the
dragon saga among the legends of non-Aryan races, for instance the Chinese,
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makes its exclusively Indo-Germanic origin extremely doubtful. The imperial
banner of China, like that of the Vikings of old, bears the dragon for its
emblem. The word otter meant, in the first place, an amphibious animal or
watersnake, as the German otter (kreuzotter), Engl. adder, amply testifies (cf.
Greek i5owp). Thus the otterbecomes simply the snake, the lindwurm or dragon
that watches over the treasure (cf. Herakles and Jason myths) which, having
been dug from the mysterious lower world, stands under the special protection
of its genii. Andvari (a secondary accessory of the northern saga) plays but the
part generally assigned to dwarfs-a personification of the miner-who
"With their aprons on,
A-hammering and smelting so busily
Pure gold from the rough brown stone,"
and Loki that of the dragon-slayer (otherwise Freyr and the German Siegfried). The northern saga exhibits no trace of a conception of fatal results
consequent upon the slaying of an otter, but merely speaks of the gold
that, according to the ancient law, the Asas offer as wergeld for the killing
of the man Ottr, the son of the peasant Hreidmar. The supreme worship
directed, for most natural reasons, by southern races, like the Egyptians, to
water generally, readily fostered a veneration for the inhabitants of it, even
of the most harmful and offensive-an idea certainly foreign to the Germanic
races of the north, although the waters did claim their homage, no doubt, as
one of the most obvious and striking of the natural forces that surrounded them.
If among some Indo-Germanic branches in the south a belief in the sacredness
of the otter prevailed (cf. Avesta), it was not the inheritance from an earlier well
watered and colder home, but an idea developed in a new climate upon a new
soil. In the combat of Herakles with the Lernean hydra and its tragic consequences, we look in vain for anything that would stamp the killing of that
snake a crime, and of the inviolability of the hydra the Greek belief knew as
little as the original Nibelungensaga among the heathen Riparian Franks
did of the sanctity of the fish-otter and its bearing upon the fate of the Volsungs. From the curse-ladengold emanates the fatal issue to all.
J. Baechtold has a short communication, "Zur geschichte der Manessischen
liederhandschrift," in which he quotes from a description of the MS by
the Schaffhausen chronicler, Johann Rueger (I548-I606).
In I607 the MS
was in Heidelberg. K. G. Andresen discusses the origin of the family names
Delius, Langguth,, Astfalk; and K. Bartsch shows from the rhymed beginning
of a deed of gift, dated Constance 1290, how poetry invaded at that time even
law documents.
F. Brachmann contributes an elaborate paper, " Zu den Minnesangern," in
which he objects to the verdicts of Scherer and Burdach, who claimed for the
so-called Frauenstrophen in the earlier M. H. G. love-poetry a female authorship.
Characteristic of many of these earlier lyric productions (cf. Minnesangs Friihl.
Namenlose lieder, Kiirenberg, Dietmar) is that the person speaking is a woman.
Brachmann looks upon these strophes "als eine dem epos glticklich entlehnte
form," specially chosen by the earlier lyric poets because they still were shy of
confessing to their own tender feelings and rather referred them to woman.
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Later Romance influence soon did away with this shyness and also with the
Frauenstrophe. The Ml.H. G. love-poetry, as a species of art susceptible of
development, was not a continuation of the popular lyric (cf. Wilmanns, Leben
u. dichten Walters v. d. Vogelweide, p. 18), but an entirely new creation, a
result of that movement in the twelfth century in the higher circles, in which
the love of the things of the intellect and the imagination for their own sake,
the desire for a more comely way of conceiving life, make themselves felt.
Brachmann quotes nearly all the principal divergences of opinion on the subject,
and treats at great length " Die entstehung des sogenannten wechsels, sein
gebrauch und formales" connected with it. The clever article, of which we
have only been able to indicate the conclusions reached by the author as
regards the " Frauenstrophen," well deserves perusal.
The fourth number closes with a paper, " Uber die waffen im Angelsachs.
Beowulfliede," by Hans Lehmann; a minor communication, " Deutsches aus
einer Escorialhandschrift," from Bartsch, and a favorable review, by F. Liebrecht, of Dr. Schwartz's book, "Indogermanischer Volksglaube, ein beitrag
zur religionsgeschichte der urzeit," Berlin, I885.
Sickness prevented the editor, Dr. Bartsch, from furnishing the usual list of
philological works for I885. It will be printed together with that of I886.
Heft I (20th Vol. neue reihe), 1887, opens with Reinhold Bechstein's
"Anmerkungen zu Heinrichs von Freiberg Tristan," in the main a comparison
of the different readings of that epic and emendations, followed by an article
entitled ' Hlandschriften des Reinolt v. Montelban," by F. Pfaff, in which the
author replies rather sharply to the remarks of Karl Kochend6rffer, passed
upon Pfaft's edition of Reinolt (Anzeiger f. d. deut. Alterthum. XII, p. 253)
In concluding P. exclaims: " Ich freue mich nur, dass es keine andere als die
Zeitschrift f. deut. Alterthum ist, die wieder einmal diese N6rgeleien bringt."
An interesting paper, "Anklange an das deutsche volksepos in ortsnamen,"
by F. Grimme, notes the names of a large number of places once, and some of
them still, in existence in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland, that suggest in
their first component the principal characters in the heroic legends of Germany. These names afford much material for study and research, and may
enable us to fix more definitely upon the earliest homes of the popular epics
on German soil.
F. Vetter publishes some Latin and German verses from a Basle MS dated
1435, and J. Neuwirth has a translation of the Disticha de moribus ad filium,
found in the Cistercian convent Zwettl, of Lower Austria. Among the many
MSS of the so-called Cato distiches, so popular during the Middle Ages, this
one seems to have been unknown heretofore.
Theo. v. Grienberger, " Zur deutschen heldensage," directs attention to an
entry in the Salzburg government archives referring to " Siegfried dictus huernein." F. W. E. Roth prints a Low German poem of the fifteenth century on
the World'send, from a paper MS in the Darmstadt Library, and G. Ehrismann
sends a description of some Renner fragments of the fourteenth century, from
the convent of Paulinazell.
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A. Jeitteles continues his " Mittheilungen aus Grazer handschriften " (Germ.
XXII). After an introduction on the general characteristics of a German
version of the legend of St. Louis of Toulouse, the text, which, from an
aesthetic point, seems to be of little value, is appended.
Fedor Bech sends two contributions, "Zu Kudrun" and " Zu Walther."
Strophe I96, Kudrun (ed. Symons) reads:
Swa er kom ze strite, er was ein ritter guot (i. e. young, Hagen)
den hochvertigen helden swachet er den muot.
von siner vorgetaene nahen unde verren
er hiez Valant aller kiinege, daz mochte sinen vinden wol gewerren.
Instead of von szner (3d line) the MS has in sein, for which Bartsch substitutes
mit siner and Martin in siner. All editors, however, agree that the following
word, vorgetaene,must be a corruption. It is found nowhere else (cf. Bartsch,
Kudrun; Martin, Zeitschr. f. d. Phil. I5, 208). Bech suggests the reading:
den h6chvertigen helden swachet ie der muot
vor sinergetaene nahen unde verren.
i. e. den stolzen helden sank stets der mut vor seinem aussehen (gebahren), in
der nahe wie in der ferne.
"Zu Walther," 25, 35 (Lachmann):
Ouch hiez der viirste durch der gernden hulde
die mralhenvon den stellen laeren,
ors, als ob ez lember waeren
vil manger dan geviieret hat.
The second line, to give an acceptable sense, has been altered by editors (cf.
Bartsch, Walter). Bech proposes a simple change from the customary translations of stellen and laeren which will obviate the necessity of an interference
with the text. He adduces examples from M. H. G. authors in support of his
rendition: Stellen = sattelgestelle (sattelb6cke), not by stdlle (Pferdestalle) (cf.
Jung. Titurel 3138). laeren= losmachen, l5sen, cf. Stricker's Daniel v.
Blumenthal, fol. 130"(= Bartsch, Einl. zu Strickers Karl, p. xxix).
A paper by M. Ortner, on the relation of Ulrich v. Lichtenstein to Steinmar,
points out the two currents in poetic literature that were contending in Germany in the thirteenth century for the mastery: the fantastic, extravagant
love-sighing of Ulrich's lyric, and the popular and satirical element found in
Steinmar's poetry. The sickly, aristocratic minnesang was doomed, and with
it daz arme minnerlin Ulrich von Lichtenstein.
Reports upon some Annaberg fragments of Nicolaus v. Jeroschins ordenschronik and "Alten Handschriftcatalogen," by Otto Meltzer, and the editor,
Karl Bartsch, close the number.
C. F. RADDATZ.
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Tome IV.

No. I. Juillet, 1S84.
This number is almost entirely occupied by the annual report of M. James
Darmesteter, which he made at the annual meeting of the Asiatic Society,
June 27th, I884. He gives a short account of the work of Francois Lenormant, Charles-Franqois Defremery, and Benjamin-Raphael Sanguinetti, all of
whom had died within the past year, and briefly reviews the progress made in
the various departments of Oriental study.
No. 2. Aoft-Septembre-Octobre, 1884.
M. Abel Bergaigne continues his studies on the lexicon of the Rig-Veda.
M. H. Sauvaire continues his studies in Moslem numismatics and metrology.
Among other weights he treats at great length the ratl, and gives a long table
showing the weight of the ratls of different places.
In their studies on the epigraphy of Yemen, Messrs. Joseph and Hartwig
Derenbourg give a short account of the travels of Ed. Glaser in southern
Arabia. M. Glaser reached Hodaida, October II, 1882, and though after some
delay he was allowed to settle at San'a and make meteorological and astronomical
observations, it was not till October I6, 1883, that he made his first journey.
He made in all three trips and copied 276 inscriptions or fragments of inscriptions, many of them unpublished, and others valuable for correcting texts
already known.
In his Buddhist studies, M. Leon Feer treats of the Avadana Jatakas.
M. Pavet de Courteille reviews a Jagatai-Osman-Turkish dictionary, by
Sheikh Suleiman Efendi Bokhari, Constantinople (1880-81).
The last three pages and a half are occupied by the remarks made at the
meeting of October o1 by M. Barbier de Meynard, in memory of the late
Stanislas Guyard.
No. 3. Novembre-Decembre, I884.
M. Camille Imbault-Huart gives the legend of the first pope of the Taoists,
and the history of the pontifical family of Tchang.
M. Abel Bergaigne continues his studies in the lexicon of the Rig-Veda.
M. Rene Basset continues his notes on Berber lexicography, by treating of
the dialect of the Beni Menacer. During a short stay at Cherchel, in June,
IS84, M. Basset collected some texts and a vocabulary of this dialect. In this
number he gives a short history of the city of Cherchel, and then treats briefly
the phonetics and morphology of the dialect.
M. Ernest Renan is elected president of the society, in place of M. Adolphe
Regnier, deceased.
Tome V. No. I. Janvier, I885.
M. H. Dulac gives, in text and translation, four stories in the dialect of Upper
Egypt.
M. Rubens Duval gives the original and the translation of eight Syriac
inscriptions from the district of Salamis, Persia.
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M. Camille Imbault-Huart describes the pilgrimage to the Mountain of the
Mysterious Peak, near Peking, speaks of the mid-autumn festival and the myth
of the lunar rabbit, and discusses the condition of the peasant in the north of
China.
M. N. Siouffi has an article on Sheikh 'Adi and the sect of the Yezidees.
Barbier de Meynard reviews favorably Marabout et Khonan, etude sur
l'Islam en Algerie par Louis Rinn.
No. 2. Fevrier-Mars-Avril, r885.
M. O. Houdas gives the translation of an Arabic monograph on the city of
Meyyuinez.
M. Rene Basset, in his discussion of the dialect of the Beni Menacer, gives
a vocabulary and some texts of this dialect, with transliteration and translation.
M. James Darmesteter, in an article on Nimrod's Arrow, derives from the
Chinese, through the medium of the Persians, the Jewish and Moslem legend of
Nimrod's arrow shot at the sky and returning bloody.
M. C1. Huart, in his notice of the Turkish, Arabic, and Persian books printed
at Constantinople, 1882-4, after noticing the great progress made within the
last few years in the typography of Turkish books, gives the titles of 71 works
in the departments of theology, religions, sciences, and legislation, and Io2 in
the departments of literature, ethics, and poetry.
M. Senart discusses the author and language of the inscriptions of Piyadasi.
He believes Piyadasi and Acoka to be one and the same king, and places the
accession of Piyadasi about 273 B. C.
M. L. Marcel Devic reviews Sejarat Malayou. E. J. Brill, Leiden, 1884,
petit in-8, 392 pp.
M. Jules Preux reviews Minhaj at Talibin "Le guide des zeles croyants,
manuel de jurisprudence musulmane selon le rite de Chafi'i. Texte arabe avec
traduction et annotations par C. Van Den Berg. Batavie, I882-4.
Trois
volumes grand in-8.
M. Basset gives in a letter the details of some of the first results of his expedition to study some of the Berber dialects.
No. 3. Mai-Juin.
In his study on the inscriptions of Piyadasi, M. Senart discusses the information which these monuments give on the administration, history, and religious ideas of Piyadasi-Acoka.
M. Cl. Huart, in his Ottoman bibliography, gives 39 titles in the departments
of literature, ethics, and poetry, 24 in history and biography, 85 in various
sciences, 87 in linguistics, composition, and grammar, and 24 periodicals,
M. Leon Feer discusses marriage by purchase in Aryan India.
M. H. Sauvaire finishes the second part of his studies in Moslem numismatics and metrology.
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M. E. Senart reviews Lyall's Asiatic Studies, translated under the title:
?ltudes sur les moeurs religieuses et sociales de l'Extreme Orient, par Sir Alfred
Lyall, traduit de l'anglais. E. Thorin, 1885.
M. H. Zotenberg gives an extract of his study on the Book of Barlaam et
Joasaph.
Dr. Saad, of Haneguine, a town near the Turkish-Persian boundary, describes
that town and the pilgrims of Kerbela.
Tome VI. No. I. Juillet, 1885.
This number is almost entirely taken up with the annual report made by M.
James Darmesteter. The society had suffered heavily in the loss by death of
M. Adolphe Regnier and of Stanislas Guyard, that brilliant scholar whose
death in the prime of life was such a loss to science.
No. 2. Aofit-Septembre-Octobre, 1885.
M. G. Maspero gives an Arabic version, with translation, of the story of
"
Rhampsinitus. This story, contained in Maspero's book entitled Les Contes
populaires de l'Egypte ancienne," had been related to some of the natives, and
by them related to others, till Maspero managed to secure this version of it.
M. F. Scherzer gives the first part of the translation of a description of
Corea, written in Chinese by a Corean whose name is unknown.
M. J. Halevy gives an essay on the origin of the Indian alphabets. The
inscriptions of King Piyadasi are drawn up in two kinds of characters, one the
so-called Aryan, and the other the Indian, the former being used in the northwest, the latter in the south. According to Halevy, the Aryan alphabet is
essentially Aramaic, and he puts the creation of this alphabet at about
330 B. C. The Indian alphabet, according to Halevy, is derived from the
Aramaic, the Aryan, and the Greek, and is therefore somewhat less ancient
than the Aryan.
M. Rene Basset continues his notes on Berber lexicography.
M. Abel Bergaigne opposes Ludwig's views of the chronology of the RigVeda.
M. Leon Feer reviews Duka's Life and Works of Alexander Csoma de
Koros.
No. 3. Novembre-Decembre, 1885.
After some preliminary remarks, M. Sylvain Levi gives text and translation
of the first book of the Brihatkathamafijari.
In his note on the origin of Persian writing, M. J. Halevy claims to demonstrate beyond a doubt that the Persian alphabet has its origin in the phonetic
signs of the neo-Babylonian cuneiform writings.
The last article is by M. Clement Huart, who publishes, translates, and
annotates the quatrains of Baba Yabir 'Uryan, which are written in what M.
Huart calls Moslem Pehlevi, which is the name he gives to the dialects of the
north of Persia.
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Tome VII. No. I. Janvier, I886.
M. C. Barbier de Meynard gives the text and translation of a comedy in
Azeri Turkish, entitled the Alchemist.
M. Basset continues his notes on Berber lexicography.
No. 2. Fevrier-Mars-Avril, I886.
M. H. Zotenberg discusses the history of Gal'ad and Schimas, which he
thinks reached the Moslems through a Christian edition. He gives the text of
the story of the " Mendicant monk and the broken pitcher," according to the
book of Gal'ad and Schlmas, and also according to the book of Kalila and
Dimna.
M. H. Sauvaire continues his studies on Moslem numismatics and metrology
by discussing measures of capacity.
M. Sylvain Levi discusses the MSS of the Brihatkathamanjariof Kshemendra,
gives a table of the contents of the work, and gives the text and translation of
the first two chapters of the " Twenty-five stories of the Vampire."
M. F. Scherzer gives the remainder of the account of Corea translated by
him from the Chinese.
M. Pavet de Courteille reviews Scheibani Nameh, Die Scheibaniade, ein
izbegisches Heldengedicht in 76 Gesangen, von Prinz Mohammed Salih aus
Charezm. Text, Ubersetzung und Noten von Hermann Vambery, Wien, 1885.
Rubens Duval reviews Imitatio Christi, nunc primum ex latino in Chaldaicum
idiomatis Urmiae Persidis translata. Parisiis, I885, in-I2, 254 pp.
Manuel de piete ou livre de prieres, de meditations et des offices, en langue
chald6enne.

Paris, I886, in-12, 515 pp.

No. 3. Mai-Juin, I886.
M. H. Ferte gives the text and translation of an extract from the divan of
Shafi'a Asar, a Persian satirical poet who flourished at the end of the seventeenth century.
M. H. Sauvaire continues his studies in Moslem numismatics and metrology.
M. C. Harlez gives the translation of a document describing the organization of the empire of Kin.
M. Senart discusses the grammar of the inscriptions of Piyadasi.
Tome VIII. No. I. Juillet-Aoat, I886.
M. Clermont Ganneau studies the words Mene, Mene, Tekel, Upharsin,
Dan. V 25. He thinks the words Mene and Upharsin are names of weights,
the former being twice the latter, while Tekel is either a name of a weight or
the verb to weigh. He does not attempt, however, to decide what interpretation should be given these words, although he suggests several.
In his study on the inscriptions of Piyadasi, M. Senart discusses the general
characteristics of the language and its historical position.
M. H. Sauvaire, in his notes on Moslem numismatics and metrology, continues
his discussion of the measures of capacity.
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Barbier de Meynard reviews Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia, by W.
Robertson Smith. 'Cambridge, I885, I vol. in-8, xii et 322 pp.
No. 2. Septembre-Octobre, 1886.
M. Abel Bergaigne discusses the primitive Samhita of the Rig-Veda.
M. H. Sauvaire continues his studies on the Moslem measures of capacity.
M. Senart's study on the inscriptions of Piyadasi, chapter fifth, entitled The
language of the edicts and the linguistic history of India, discusses (I) the
chronology of the inscriptions, (2) mixed Sanskrit and classical Sanskrit, (3)
monumental Prakrit and literary Prakrits.
M. J. Halevy, in his article on the star called Kakkab Mesri in Assyrian,
opposes Oppert's and Jansen's translation of II R. 28, col. I, I3-15, gives a
translation of his own, and supposes the Kakkab Mesri to have been Sirius,
and not, as Jansen supposed, Antares.
M. A. Amiand discusses a sentence of the inscription of Eschmounazar.
No.-3. Novembre-Decembre, I886.
M. Senart concludes his study on the inscriptions of Piyadasi, gives a list of
the readings where the text of Biihler differs from his own, and adds an index
of all the words which are found in the inscriptions which he has passed in
review.
M. H. Sauvaire begins the fourth and last part of his notes on Moslem
numismatics and metrology by discussing linear and superficial measures.
M. A. Pavet de Courteille reviews Die Tiirkenvolk in seinen ethnologischen
und ethnographischen Beziehungen geschildert von HermannVambery. Leipzig,
Brockhaus, 1885.
M. Rubens Duval reviews Syrische Grabinschriften aus Semirjetschie,
herausgegeben und erklart von D. Chwolson, mit einer Tafel. Saint-Petersbourg, I886, in-4, 30 pp.
M. J. Oppert criticises severely Halevy's translation and conclusions in his
article on the star called Kakkab Mesri, and believes that this star is neither
Sirius nor Antares, but is either a Ursae Minoris or a Draconis.
Tome IX. No. I. Janvier, 1887.
M. Bouriant gives three fragments of a romance of Alexander in the Theban
dialect. He discusses very briefly the two branches of the Alexander legend,
the western originating in Egypt, the eastern in Persia, believes the Egyptian
branch is the older, and thinks these three fragments are the debris of a Coptic
version of a Demotic romance of Alexander.
M. de Harlez gives the translation of two sections of a Chinese philosophical
work.
M. Clermont-Ganneau gives a critical examination of the text of the column
of Mesa, in which he criticises Smend and Socin's edition of the text. He
expresses the hope that some more fragments of the column may be secured
from the Bedouin.
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No. 2. Fevrier-Mars, 1887.
M. E. Amelineau gives the text and translation of a Coptic document of the
thirteenth century, entitled The Martyrdom of John of Phanidjoit. This is
interesting as being one of the two small works in which we can get a glimpse
of the Moslem domination from a Coptic standpoint. The text is prefaced by
a resume of its contents and some remarks as to its value for history and
geography.
M. Abel Bergaigne gives a long article entitled New researches on the
history of the Samhita of the Rig-Veda.
M. H. Zotenberg says that in a MS recently acquired by the Bibliotheque
nationale is found the text of the story of the Sleeper Awakened, of which
Habicht's text is only an abridgment; also the text of the stories of 'Ala ad
Din and Zain al Asnam, the Arabic text of which has been hitherto unknown.
M. A. C. Barbier de Meynard reviews Menoutchehri, poete persan du XI
siecle de notre ere, texte, traduction, notes et introduction historiques par A.
de Biberstein Kazimirski. Paris, Klincksieck, 1887, I vol. in-8. The reviewer
speaks very highly of it, and says it is of great value for Moslem history,
poetry, and lexicography.
J. R. JEWETT.
XLIV I-4.
PHILOLOGUS,
No. I.
Greek manuscripts from Fayyfm (continuation). Reported
I. Pp. I-29.
by Hugo Landwehr. II. Excerpts from Gregor. Nyssen. Oeopia eiT rbv TOV
MovaEogpiov. III. Appendix to I and III. IV. A fragment of the 'AvaZTvrKa
'barepaI of Aristotle.
2. Pp. 30-48. Contributions to the criticism of the Eumenides of Aischylos,
by B. Todt. Critical discussion of 14 passages.

3. Pp. 49-60. The Boeotian dialect of Pindar, by A. Fiihrer. The conclusion arrived at is " dass Pindar allerdings unter dem einfluss der sprache
der epischen poesie, des 'dichterischen grundstocks fur alle folgende poesie,'
nur in seinem heimathlichen dialekte gedichtet hat." The author hopes to prove
the same of all Greek lyric poets.
3a. P. 60. Note on Veget. Epit. rei mil. III 12, by A. Eussner.
Pp. 61-87. New observations on Lucretius, Book I, by Fr. Susemihl.
4a. P. 87. Note on Veget. Epit. rei mil. IV 32, by A. Eussner.
4.

5. Pp. 88-o15. The composition of Horace's Ars Poetica, by Theodor
Fritzsche. The author maintains that this work is not to be divided into three
distinct epistles, but that vv. I-219 form the general treatise, vv. 251 to the end
the special application, and 220-250 the transition, being a recapitulation of
what precedes and introduction to what follows.
5a. P. I05.
Tyr. I53.

N. Wecklein proposes dvorepav for Qopepav in Soph. Oed.
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6. Pp. io6-31. Flaviana. Investigations of the history of the Flavian
period, by A. Chambalu. I. The second and the fifth consulship of Domitian.
II. The constitutional contest between Titus and Vespasian (to be continued).
6a. P. I31.
Eussner.

Note on Minutius Felix Octav. 5, 8 (semen for semet), by A.
Reports. Dio Cassius (continuation), by Herman Haupt.
Note on Veget. Epit. rei mil. I 2, by A. Eussner.

7. Pp. I32-63.
7a. P. I63.
8.

Pp. I64-92.

Miscellaneous.

A. Pp. 164-83. Interpretation and criticism of authors:
I. Aesch. Sept. c. Theb. vv. 600-606, by A. Lowinski.
II. On the literature of the Greek tragedians (continuation), by Hermann
Schrader. Discussion of a few Scholia Sophoclea.
III. On Charon of Lampsakos, by Alfred Wiedemann.
IV. On Athenaeus, III, p. 85, by J. Lunak. Read IlepI rT? T7rap''AtcKaiY
AioZidoc(not Xe-rdaog).
V. On Catullus, c. 49, by C. Jacoby.
VI. On P. Annius Florus, Virg. or. an poeta, p. xli (Jahn), A. Eussner.
B. Pp. 183-5. On Greek history:
VII. Phlegon on the Olympic festival of Iphitos, by G. F. Unger.
C. Pp. 185-92. Extracts from journals, etc.: Revue Archeologique, 1882,
2-8. Westminster Review, 1883, July and October.
No. 2.
On a system of tachygraphy of the fourth century
1. Pp. 193-200.
before Christ, by Hugo Landwehr.
Ia.

P. 200. Note on Cic. Part. orat. ?53 and Brut. ?259 f., by Th. Stangl.

Pp. 201-27. The Greeks in the Troad, and the Homeric epos, by Karl
Sittl. In this article the views of the author expressed in Vol. xliii, pp. I-3r,
are defended and still further supported by historical considerations. The
emigrations and settlements of the Ionians and Aeolians are discussed, and
their relations to each other in Asia defined. Also the historical features
of the Iliad, including the hero legends, are brought to bear upon the question. The conclusion (as could be foreseen) is: " Die behauptung, dass die
Ionier die epische dichtung von den Aeoliern iiberkommen haben, entbehrt
jedes historischen beweises."
3. Pp. 228-35. On the unprosodic hymns of Gregorius Nazianzenus, by
Friedrich Hanssen.
2.

3a. Note on Theogn. 626 (rorT' bsvvrp6rarov for ro'ro0yap ov dlvar6v), by
R. Peppmiiller.
4. Pp. 236-61. Heraclidea. A contribution to the question of the literary
work of the elder Herakleides of Pontos and Herakleides Lembos, by Hermann
Schrader,
5. Pp. 262-78. On the use of alliteration in the Roman prose writers,
by Julius Bintz. This article is a considerable advance on the previous treat-
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ment of the subject. After enumerating the works that had appeared since
1829, and briefly indicating the gist of some of them, the author announces that
the object of his article is to show that in certain grammatical constructions
alliteration was often consciously employed to mark the emphatic words. He
then gives the formulae in which alliteration is thus made use of, and cites
examples from various authors. In this precis one illustration for each case
will be cited. The first group of predications is: I. "a, or rather b"; II.
" Not a, but b"; III. " a, not b"; IV. " Rather a than b."
I. "a, or rather b." Examples not numerous. Cic. Phil. II I8, 46: sedavi
vel potius sustuli.
II. " Not a, but b "; non-sed. The abundance of examples shows that the
Romans, especially Cicero, were very fond of alliteration in sentences of this
kind. Cic. ad Att. VII 9, 4: praeterit tempus non legis sed libidinis tuae.
Here belong also ne-quidem-sed, si non-tamen, non tam-quam.
III. "a, not b"; -non.
Here, too, Cicero is fond of alliteration, as Brut.
15, 58: latrant enim iam quidam oratores, non loquuntur.
IV. "Rather a than b." I. Magis quam, as Cic. ad Att. I I6, 5: fuerunt
quos fames magis quam fama commoverit. Here belong malo quam, non minus
quan, comparative with quam, comparative with quam and a comparative,
praestat quam. 2. Potiusquam. Quintil. X 6, 7: ex memoria potius repetimus
quam ex materia. 3. Plus quam. Cic. de Harusp. Resp. 18, 38: an tibi
luminis obesset caecitas plus quam libidinis. 4. Prius quam. [Two examples
cited, neither of them striking.]
Then other formulae are taken up, as follows:
I. Non modo(or non modonon): (I) non modo-sed etiam; (2) non modo-verum
etiam; (3) non modo-verum ; (4) non mrodonon-sed; (5) non modo(non)-sed
ne quidem. Cic. Phil. I 6, I4: non modo voce nemo L. Pisoni consularis, sed
ne vultu quidem assensus est.
II. Non solum-verum etiam, sed etiam, sed. Cic. pro Marc. 10, 32: non
solum sapientiae, sed etiam sanitatis.
III. Non tantum-sed, .ed etiam, verum etiam. Senec. Ep. 97: non pronum
est tantum ad vitia, sed praeceps.
IV. Tam-q-uam. Quintil. VI 3, IOI: tam salse dicendi quam severe.
V. Ut-ita, etc. Cic. in Verr. I I, 2: ut ad audendum proiectus-sic paratus
ad audiendum.
VI. Alius-alius, and the like. Senec. de Ira III II: alia differenda sunt,
alia deridenda, alia donanda. So, alter-alter, partim-partim, nunc-nunc,
hinc-hinc, hinc-inde, hinc-illinc, hic-ille.
VII. Is (idem)-qui. Liv. II 24, 2: ut penes eosdem pericula belli, penes
quos praemia essent. Here belong eo-quo, tot-quct, tantum-quantum.
VIII. Alliteration is very common with et, -que, atque, but rare with et-et.
Cic. ad Fam. VII l, 3: et operam et oleum perdidisse-a common phrase.
IX. Aut-aut.
Cic. in Verr. I 10, 27: aut in tabulis aut in testibus. Similarly vel-vel.
X. Very common is alliteration in double questions. Tacit. Ann. XIV 5I:
incertum valetudine an veneno.
XI. It is very effectively used with anaphora, especially by Tacitus, but also
by other authors. Cic. in Pison. 20, 46: hae sunt impiorum furiae, hae flammae,
hae faces.
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XII. Likewise in the different sorts of asyndeton. Cic. pro Ligar. Io, 30:
falsi testes, fictum crimen. [The examples are chiefly cases of antithesis, like
/lev--d clauses in Greek.]
The obvious conclusion is that alliteration was not merely a privilege of the
poets in general, or the old poets in particular, but was employed by prose
writers as a means of sharpening the emphasis of contrast and the like.
5a. P. 278. Note on a transposition in Plaut. Aulu. III 5, by Johannes
Simon.
6. Pp. 279-90. On the construction of Caesar's bridge, Caes. B. G. IV
I7. By Rudolf Menge.
6a. P. 290. Four notes on Cicero's rhetorical works, by Th. Stangl.
7. Pp. 291-9. Suetonius' reputed work on the Civil War, by Herman
Haupt. The conclusion is that Suetonius not only did not write the work in
question (used by Hieronymus), but never wrote any special work at all on the
Civil War.
8. Pp. 300-52. Reports. Eutropius (continuation), by C. Wagener.
8a. P. 352. Note on Cic. Orator. 4, i6, by Heinrich Deiter.
9. Pp. 353-84. Miscellaneous.
A. Pp. 353-66. Accounts of manuscripts:
I. A palimpsest of the Elements of Euclid, reported by J. L. Heiberg.
B. Pp. 366-7I. Interpretation and criticism of authors:
II. On Soph. Trach. 307-3I3, by Ph. Braun. Arrange as follows: 307, 311,
310, 308, 309, 312, 3I3.

III. On Caes. Bel. Civ. I 48, 5, by H. Deiter.
IV. On Plin. N. H. XXX 4, by Philipp Keiper.
V. On Tac. Dialog. de Orat. 32, by Th. Stangl.
C. Pp. 37I-6. Roman history:
VI. Cn. Domitius Corbulo, consul suffectus of the year 39, by C. Wolffgram.
D. Pp. 377-84. Extracts from journals, etc.: Revue Archeologique, I882,
9-12;

1883, I-6.

At the end of this number are plates of Caesar's bridge, and of the shorthand system discussed in the first article.
No. 3.
I. Pp. 385-400. Odysseus among the Phaeacians. A critical discussion of
several passages of 4 and 7 (to be continued), by A. Scotland.
Ia. P. 400. Note on Hor. Sat. I I, 69, and Epist. I 4, 6, by N. Wecklein.
2. Pp. 401-41. Helena-Kassandra and Skamander-Xanthos. A contribution to the onomatology and history of the Greek hero-legends, by Gustav
Hinrichs.
3. Pp. 442-70. On the Monumentum Ancyranum, by Johannes Schmidt.
This instructive article is primarily a review of the great work of Mommsen
and the Marburg Rectoratsprogram for 1884, by E. Bormann.
3a. P. 470. Note on Pomponius Mela, I 12, 66, by A. Eussner.
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4. Pp. 471-50I. Linguistic peculiarities of the Epistolae ad Brutum, by
Ferd. Becher. This article is strongly but respectfully polemic. The conclusion reached is: "Nicht I I6, 17 sind mit Nipperdey, Heine, Schirmer,
Schmidt, auch nicht I 3, 4, I5, 3-II, I6, I7 d. h. 3I per cent mit Gurlitt auszuscheiden, sie sind alle auszuscheiden, sie sind eben alle, um einen
ausdruck zu variieren, dzurch den declamatorischen dther gezogen."
5.

Pp. 502-17.

Flaviana (ended), by A. Chambalu.

III.

Goethischen

At what time did

Vespasian in the year 70, and Titus in the year 71, return to Rome from the
East ?
6. Pp. 518-56. The lower offices of the Roman country towns, by L.
Ohnesseit. This elaborate article is the most important work that has appeared
on the subject. An epitome of it, however, would not be very satisfactory.
6a. P. 556. Note on Heracl. Pont. fr. 2, R. Peppmiller.
Reports. Dio Cassius (continuation), by Herman Haupt.
Note on Caes. B. G. V 31, 5, by Heinrich Deiter.

7. Pp. 557-78.
7a. P. 578.

8. Pp. 579-84. Miscellaneous.
A. Interpretation and criticism of authors:
I. On the so-called Parva Naturalia of Aristotle, by Fr. Susemihl.
II. On Cicero's Brutus, by Th. Stangl.
B. Extracts from journals, etc.: The Westminster Review, 1884, Jan.
No. 4.
I.
Pp. 586-91. Greek manuscripts from Fayyfim (continuation). V. Fragment of Homer's Odyssey, reported by Hugo Landwehr. The frag. includes

: 15-24,
Ia.

36-60, 71-87, 374-6, 379-81, 407-9, 430-41.
P. 591.

Note on Cic. de Div. I 52, 119, by Heinrich

Deiter.

2.

Critical discussion of the Odyssey (continued from No.
Pp. 592-621.
3, pp. 385 ff.), by A. Scotland.
2a. P. 621. Notes on Apoll. Rhod. Argon. IV 1659 and 1256, by Ludw.
Schmidt.
3. Pp. 622-65. The Military Year of Thucydides (second article),' by G.
F. Unger. After the first article was published, U. v. Wilamowitz-Mollendorff,
in his Curae Thucydideae(Gcttinger Index Schol., summer 1885), advanced the
new theory that the attack upon Plataea occurred, not four, but five months
before the entrance of the new archon into office. This he inferred from
Kirchhoff's inscription r79ab, C. I. A. IV, p. 31. The object of the present
article is to disprove the correctness of that theory and defend the views of
the author as before published. It contains much of interest, especially for
those seeking a thorough acquaintance with the Attic calendar, and for all
students of Thucydides. An appendix carries the war with Wilamowitz beyond
Thucydidean territory.
30. P. 665. Notes on Apul. de Mund. cap. XXIV, p. 341 and p. 365 (Oud.),
by A. Eussner.
1 See Philol. XLIII

4, p. 577, Am. Journ. Phil. VII i, p. Io9.
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4. Pp. 666-97. On Cicero's Orator, by W. Friedrich. This article is chiefly
a review of Heerdegen's edition, but contains many critical discussions and
independent comments.
4a. P. 697. In Cic. de Or. I 7, 27, A. Eussner proposes in omni re for in
homine.
5. Pp. 698-716. Interpolations in the Table of Fasti, by Johannes Weber.
5a. P. 7I6. In Archil. fr. 9, where Bergk suggests v(oca,uevocfor Ae[0O6tievoS,Rudolf Peppmiiller proposes uvou6yevogor ye[uv6oyevog. [I have always
thought LeL,60ftevogintelligible here, not, indeed, in any sense mentioned in L.
and S. See Am. Journ. Phil. I 4, p. 453.]
6. Pp. 717-40.

Reports. Herodotos (continuation), by H. Kallenberg.
P. 717. Note on Theophr. Char. 7, by G. F. Unger.
7. Pp. 718-40. Miscellaneous.
A. Pp. 718-52. Interpretation and criticism of authors:
I. On Theocr. II I12, III 28, V 31, 123, by C. Hartung.
II. The oldest MS of Thucydides (a Fayyfum fragment), by Hugo Landwehr.
III. On the prooemium of Lucretius, by Fr. Susemihl.
IV. On Hor. Carm. I 14, 3-9, by C. Wagener. The funes here mentioned
are viro(uaura; carinae is poetical plural.
V. On Cic. de Or. I 256, by Th. Stangl.
B. Pp. 752-60. Extracts from journals, etc.: Revue Archeologique, 1883,
7-12; 1884, 1-9.
6a.

8. Pp. 76I-9.

Index locorum and Index rerum.
M. W. HUMPHREYS.

